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Abstract: Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is promising in bringing various data services from the traditional
Internet to vehicle networks. Therefore, a reliable transport service in IoV needs to cross multiple
heterogeneous networks with quite different characteristics. However, no single transport protocol
is able to cope with such complex scenarios comprehensively with efficient data transmission all
the way. To this end, we provide a solution named the joint reliable transport strategy (JR-TS) that
selects different transport protocols on demand based on various scenarios, and builds an entire
end-to-end route by linking all these transport protocols head to tail. Currently, JR-TS has already
included three types of transport protocols to adapt to three typical network scenarios. With the
proper implementations and settings, JR-TS can improve end-to-end transport performance and
cache capacity efficiency more effectively than any single transport protocol.

Keywords: Internet of Vehicles; reliable transport; dynamic network topology

1. Introduction

With the requirements for mobile service growing, the current Internet of Things (IoT) [1] must adapt
to more dynamic environments. As a promising scenario of IoT, Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [2–5] has been
identified as a key technology for enhancing road safety and transport efficiency [6,7]. IoV communications
among network devices are expected to happen anytime, anywhere for any related services, and, generally,
these communications are in a wireless, autonomic, and ad hoc manner; related services become much
more mobile, decentralized, and complex [1]. The IoV routers are often implemented on the vehicles,
making them highly dynamic in both locations and velocities. Therefore, the reliable data transport
services face high packet loss and frequent link interruptions. How to reliably and quickly transport data
in IoV, has become a valuable issue on the IoV commercial services.

Currently, data transport researches on IoV focus on tiny, sliced message broadcasting [8,9],
link and channel level optimization for a particular type of service [10–13], or congestion control
issues [14–16]. However, the growing user requirement for a variety of services makes a huge volume
of traffic that should be delivered among vehicles and their immediate surroundings in real-time.
Therefore, firstly, a reliable transport protocol (TP) for IoV is needed to satisfy the requirement on
large flow transmission. Secondly, IoV involves many manufacturers, spans multiple environments,
and it differs widely in application scenarios and user requirements [1]. The reliable TP needs to
be built upon the network protocol layer, in order to be backward compatible to multiple physical
conditions. Thirdly, the highly dynamic IoV environment requires large on-path cache capacity to
maintain the transport performance. Therefore, the IoV infrastructure should be able to afford the
cache consumption of the chosen reliable TP.

Although we already have multiple types of TPs, we still lack of a highly adaptive transport
solution in the challenging IoV environment. The solution requires achieving high-throughput, low
latency, high cache efficiency, strong packet-loss robustness, and strong interruption robustness at the
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same time. Most of the time it is a trade-off issue among the main requirements of throughput, latency,
cache consumption, and robustness. As a result, we start to seek for a jointly designed transport
strategy. We think of dividing a complicated IoV environment into multiple areas. The concept,
area, is used to represent one or multiple adjacent links sharing similar physical states. The physical
link states include delay, bandwidth, packet loss rate, interrupt frequency, and the queue cache
capacity. Hence, the routers in the same area can use the same suitable TP to achieve better local
performance. With all the areas achieving better performance connected together, the entire IoV can
achieve satisfactory global performance.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a joint reliable transport strategy (JR-TS) to deal with
complicated IoV environment, aiming to achieve balance between transport performance and cache
efficiency. To deal with the heterogeneous and dynamic nature of IoV, JR-TS makes joint usage of
multiple current TPs. First, according to the specific link environment such as the link delay, packet loss
rate, and link stability, JR-TS separately analyzes each area and implements an appropriate TP to fit this
area. Then, JR-TS connects multiple areas into a long route by linking their TPs into a single reliable
transport flow. Therefore, JR-TS has the ability to provide end-to-end data services across multiple
heterogeneous IoV environments. JR-TS can achieve three main purposes: high end-to-end transport
performance, controllable cache consumption efficiency, and high adaptiveness to dynamic network
topology changing.

In order to check the challenging environment adaptiveness of the current TPs and test the
effectiveness of JR-TS, we implement a simulated IoV platform with highly dynamic link states.
The test results show that the high dynamics of the network deeply effects the performance of the
tested three types of current TPs which cover most of the current communication scenarios. What is
more, with appropriate optimization, JR-TS can achieve better performance than any single TP type by
dynamically changing the TP solutions following the environment changing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief history on the current
three types of reliable transport protocols; the challenging IoV environment is also analyzed. Section 3
shows the fundamental design of JR-TS along with its protocol stack, TP linking, and TP switching.
Section 4 shows the evaluated adaptivities to three typical transport environments of the three TPs.
Then the efficiency of JR-TS on a simulated IoV platform is tested and proven. In Section 5, we finally
give the conclusion of the paper and show future direction.

2. Background and Motivation

In this section, we provide a brief overview on the three types of TPs; then we discuss the transport
challenges in the highly dynamic IoV environment.

2.1. Current Three Types of Reliable Transport Protocols

A large amount of reliable transport protocols have been proposed for variety of service environments
and service requirements. Some of the transport protocols may have more scenarios to implement and
others have less. But at the beginning of the design, each of these protocols were proposed mainly for
a particular transport environment. Each particular transport environment shapes a particular basic
control method.

When we trace to the sources of these current transport designs, we can see that they evolve
from quite a few basic control models. Some of the transport protocols copy the backbone design
of the traditional TCP [17]. For example, the sliding-window sending method for reliability control,
and the AIMD sending rate control to avoid congestion [18]. For some of the other transport protocols,
they come from the basic idea of the licklider transmission protocol (LTP) [19] in the delay-tolerant
networks (DTN) [20]. For example, the hop-by-hop retransmission for reliability control and the
chunk-level forwarding method for adapting to the dynamic network topology.
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According to the original designs on the control model, we classify the current transport protocols
into mainly three types: the EF-TP, the HC-TP, and the HF-TP. In each type, all protocols share the
similar control model and adapt to similar transport environments.

2.1.1. End-To-End Flow Transport Protocol (EF-TP)

TCP/IP has deeply impact to the current Internet. The other, later proposed, transport protocols
naturally borrow the basic congestion and error control model in TCP. Many transport protocols, such
as ICP [21], CCTCP [22], and ICTP [23], have a similar control model as the TCP.

As shown in Figure 1a, these protocols have the end-to-end control loop and the data are
transported in the form of packet flows. So we identify these protocols as the end-to-end flow
transport protocols (EF-TPs).

data

control

sender router router receiver

(a)

data

control

sender router router receiver

data

control

data

control

(b)

control

sender router router receiver

control control

data

(c)
original data packet transmission

control message loop back

lost data packet retransmission

Figure 1. Control loop of three types of transport protocols. (a) End-to-end flow transport protocol
(EF-TP), (b) hop-by-hop chunk transport protocol (HC-TP), and (c) hop-by-hop flow transport
protocol (HF-TP).

In the EF-TPs, the transport reliability is maintained only by two end terminal nodes, the data
sender and the data receiver. The intermediate routers have no responsibility in checking and
recovering data error and loss. The EF-TPs generally use the sliding-window method in reliability
control, AIMD window size method in congestion control, and retransmission from the data source to
recover the on-path packet loss.

The EF-TPs have good real-time and low consumption in stable and low signal interference
environment, like the TCP in the early-built wired Internet. However, the EF-TPs also share the
similar disadvantage as the TCP. Without the cooperation of the intermediate routers, the terminal
control nodes have no effective way to distinguish the congestion packet loss and the bit-error packet
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loss. In the wireless IoV environment with high signal interference, the throughput of EF-TPs suffer
significant deterioration. What is more, the EF-TPs rely on an end-to-end connection and a relatively
stable routing list, and therefore the EF-TPs cannot work in the highly dynamic IoV environment,
where the network topology keeps frequently and continuously changing.

2.1.2. Hop-By-Hop Chunk Transport Protocol (HC-TP)

An early proposed reliable transport protocol, the licklider transmission protocol (LTP) [19],
is particularly designed to adapt to a highly dynamic topology network, the delay-tolerant network
(DTN) [20]. The LTP is a totally novel transport protocol compared to TCP. The LTP makes data packet
gathered into a larger unit called the ‘bundle’ or the ‘chunk’. In this paper, we uniformly call it ‘chunk’
for convenience. The chunk is the basic reliability control unit. Each intermediate router caches all the
passing chunks and keeps them complete during the current hop transmission. When any packet is
lost in the current hop, the upstream router of the current hop keeps retransmitting the lost packet
until the downstream router successfully receives this packet. A data chunk is transported to the next
router only when it is completely received from the previous router.

These days, the reliable transport issue to the researchers is that the mobile environment grows
hotter. MFTP [24] is a typical transport protocol proposed in this background. The MFTP borrows
the design of the LTP. The LTP mainly works in some special environment such as the satellite
network [25]. While the MFTP directly provides the reliable transport solutions in the commercial
mobile environments [26]. Similar designs as the MFTP can be also seen in the Hop [27], the HetNet [28]
and the LISN [29].

As shown in Figure 1b, protocols like LTP, MFTP, and Hop have the hop-by-hop control loop and
the data are transported in the form of packet chunks. So we identify these protocols as the hop-by-hop
chunk transport protocols (HC-TPs).

HC-TP is particularly designed for an unstable network topology. The hop-by-hop transport
method of the HC-TP has unique benefit in dealing with multihop and wireless environment. In such
environments, the signal interference makes the bit-error packet loss rate high and unpredictable.
Since HC-TP does not judge link congestion through packet loss, the end-to-end throughput of HC-TP
is not affected by the signal interference. Even in the high packet loss rate link, the HC-TP can still
achieve 90–95% usage of the link bandwidth.

However, HC-TP still has disadvantages compared to the EF-TP. The HC-TP force data transported
together in chunks. Consequently, a chunk must be suspended waiting in each on-path router until all
of its packets has been received from the adjacent upstream router. Such method makes the end-to-end
transport delay of the HC-TP significantly higher than the EF-TP. In stable topology IoV and low
bit-error packet loss links, the HC-TP has not much higher throughput than the EF-TP, but suffer
much higher end-to-end delay. In fact, the HC-TP can not achieve the high throughput and the short
end-to-end delay at the same time. The two performance requirements seem to be a pair of trade-offs
in the choice between the EF-TP and the HC-TP.

2.1.3. Hop-By-Hop Flow Transport Protocol (HF-TP)

EF-TP has low end-to-end latency and HC-TP has high hop-by-hop throughput. Is there a
combined transport protocol that achieves both performance aspects? A reliable transport protocol,
R2T [30] was proposed under this issue. On one hand, R2T borrows the hop-by-hop error recovery
mechanism from the HC-TP, in order to achieve high throughput in varieties of challenging network
environments. Each hop caches the duplicates of all the past packets. The packet cache is prepared
for retransmission to recover on-path packet loss. Each hop keeps periodically checking the packet
loss. When packet loss occurs, the downstream router call for packet retransmission to the adjacent
upstream router. On the other hand, R2T keeps the end-to-end data flow transported in packets, not in
chunks, in order to achieve low end-to-end latency. The chunk in R2T only serves for on-path content
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caching in order to provide further content service. For the end-to-end transmission, however, it is not
necessary to keep chunks complete in R2T.

As shown in Figure 1c, R2T has the hop-by-hop control loop and data are still transported in the form
of packet flows. So we identify protocols like R2T as the hop-by-hop flow transport protocols (HF-TPs).

The HF-TP is a comprehensive design, which borrows the advantage design from the EF-TP and
the HC-TP. The architecture of HF-TP is more like adding a per hop packet retransmission mechanism
onto the EF-TP. Such per hop packet retransmission mechanism ensures the packet loss is recovered
locally and keeps high-throughput globally. Especially in the challenging environment where the
packet loss rate is high, per hop packet loss recovery is critical to the transport performance. By trading
some on-path cache consumption for better hop-by-hop throughput, HF-TP has a throughput as high
as HC-TP, and also has as low end-to-end delay as the EF-TP. Currently, HF-TP only has one concrete
design, R2T.

However, in the extremely unstable network topology, HF-TP transmits too quickly, and the
caching mechanism may leave a large amount of incomplete chunks in the on-path cache routers.
The incomplete chunks may waste storage capacity. This is to be tested and proofed in this paper.

2.2. Reliable Transport in Challenging IoV

The challenging environment becomes one of the most difficult problems for the adaptiveness
of IoV. IoV mainly serves the environment filled with large numbers of high dynamic nodes, such as
the vehicles and the sensors. The IoV nodes have different relative velocities and changing locations.
This high dynamic causes the IoV transport environment face frequent network topology changing
and the link states fluctuating. From the macro perspective, the network states are unstable and
unpredictable, called the ‘challenging’ environment.

The transport protocols which may adapt to the challenging IoV environment, are mainly designed
based on the on-path cache [31] capability of the routers. They use the on-path cache to provide
hot content storage near the user access terminals or provide content loss retransmission on the
unstable network topologies [32]. Different transport protocols deal with the challenging environments
in different ways; however, these protocols, more or less, use the on-path cache to achieve better
service efficiency.

In the previous research [30], we tested the three types of transport protocols. The results show that
EF-TP, HC-TP, and HF-TP have significant adaptiveness differences. However, these results are tested in
stable topology networks. Apparently, current test results can not proof that whether these mechanisms
still have efficient performance under the highly challenging IoV environment.

3. JR-TS Overview and Design

In this section, we present the architectural design of JR-TS.

3.1. Fundamental Idea

Generally, we used to implement a single reliable transport protocol in a network architecture.
For example, the TCP is implemented in the TCP/IP network while the LTP is implemented in the
DTN. This is because a network architecture usually works in limited communication scenarios.
The TCP/IP was designed when the network was only built by wired links, while the DTN was
designed particularly for the wireless and multihop communication scenario.

IoV, however, does not particularly define the characters of the communication scenario.
IoV can be implemented covering large varieties of scenarios [6], including many challenging
environments [7]. The transport environment in IoV is usually random, fluctuating, and complicated.
Sometimes a transport service may need to cross multiple environments which are totally different
from each other. An example is shown in Figure 2. In a vehicle communication service scenario,
a chunk of data needs to be transported from a static server to a moving vehicle. This data chunk
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will travel across the wired network area, the wireless static network area combined with the parked
vehicles [33], and the wireless dynamic network area combined with the moving vehicles.

sender AP parked vehicle moving vehicle

Trans A

(a)

sender AP moving vehicle

Trans A Trans B Trans C

parked vehicle

(b)

Figure 2. Transport protocol implementation in heterogeneous environments. (a) Single transport
protocol. (b) Joint transport protocols.

As shown in Figure 2a, we try to choose a single transport protocol for such service. Unfortunately,
there is no alternative transport protocol exists which can adapt to all these transport environments at
the same time. However, if we design a joint transport strategy as shown in Figure 2b, there is a solution.
We choose different transport protocols separately, and implement them in these environment areas
accordingly. When a transport service requires to cross multiple environment areas, the joint strategy
can provide an entire end-to-end path by linking all these transport protocols head to tail.

Following the fundamental idea of linking multiple TPs, we design JR-TS. Currently, JR-TS has
already included three types of TPs: EF-TP, HC-TP, and HF-TP. JR-TS does not totally copy the entire
design of these TPs, but only use the basic transport control model in their link-level implementations.
In JR-TS, the three TPs define how data are formatted and controlled during the transmission. As for
the end-to-end congestion control and traffic control, we borrowed the corresponding design of R2T.

JR-TS chooses TPs for each area by checking the link states and the router configurations. The link
states include the packet loss rate, per hop delay and interrupt frequency. The router configurations
include the size of the fast storage and the protocol implementations. As shown in Table 1, different TPs
can tolerate different link states. For example, the EF-TP can not tolerate any interruption during
the transmission, while the HC-TP can still work in very high link interrupt frequency (to be proven
in the rest of the paper). What is more, JR-TS also considers whether the router is able to support
a TP. For example, the HC-TP requires all the on-path routers to cache every entire chunk in the
buffer during the transmission. So the routers without large enough fast storage cannot support the
HC-TP. JR-TS comprehensively consider the limit conditions for each TP, and makes choices for each
area. As an example of the practical results from our preliminary test, Table 1 also gives a qualitative
summary of the relatively most adapted scenarios for the three TPs.

Table 1. Scenario example on the adaptive decision-making among three implemented TPs.

Transport
Protocol

Tolerated
Loss

Tolerated
Delay

Tolerated
Interruption

Required
Buffer Adapted Scenario

EF-TP low long never small wired and stable topology
HC-TP high short frequent large wireless and high dynamic topology
HF-TP high long several middle wireless and low dynamic topology

It should be emphasized that the practical decision-makings are effected by complicated reasons,
such as the user requirements, the management requirements and the network conditions. Therefore,
sensing the transport environment states and calculating the exact decision-making thresholds are
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complicated problems in JR-TS industrial usage. Our current research only focuses on the basic
architectural design of JR-TS. Our test platform mainly relies on early experiences and manual settings.
The three test scenarios shown in Table 1 are typically set and the performance differences of the
three TPs are sharp and significant. This way, we achieve the preliminary effectiveness tests of JR-TS,
showing its promising future.

Our proposed joint reliable transport strategy (JR-TS) has three unique designs. The first one,
as presented in Section 3.2, is the session layer on top of the transport layer in the traditional network
protocol stack, which manages and chooses different transport protocols to adapt to the changing
transport environment. The second one, as presented in Section 3.3 and Figure 2b, is the light weight
design to link multiple transport protocols head to tail to provide low-latency forwarding across
heterogeneous environments. The third one, as presented in Section 3.4 and Figure 3, is the lightweight
design to switch the transport protocols rapidly when the area environment changes.

Trans B

parked vehicle parked vehicle

(a)

moving vehicle

Trans C

parked vehicle

(b)

Figure 3. Transport protocol switch according to environment changes. (a) Relatively static peers.
(b) Relatively moving peers.

3.2. Protocol Stack

In JR-TS, each single transport protocol only serves in a part of the route, not the entire route any
longer. So we need an independent protocol layer to control the entire end-to-end transport, the session
layer. The session layer is on top of the transport layer, controlling the entire end-to-end transport and
the on-path cache management.

Interestingly, the functionality of the session layer in JR-TS seems similar to the original OSI
network protocol architectural design [34]. In the OSI, the session layer was designed to manage
multiple transport protocols. In the 20th century, the session layer never come to the ground because
the TCP can satisfy most of the communication requirements. Nowadays, we propose the design of
the session layer once again in order to manage the three TPs in the novel IoV environments.

As shown in Figure 4, the session layer is implemented in the IoV devices which may become the
terminal nodes of a service. This kind of devices includes the data servers, the data users and large
amount of the on-path cache routers. The transport layer only uses one TP to control a path between
a pair of logically (not physically) adjacent nodes. However, the session layer links these paths into
a complete session route between the data sender and the data receiver. Apparently, one route can be
combined with multiple TPs.

The session layer and the transport layer can be implemented on the IoV routers. According to
the protocol stack implementations, there are three types of router in the JR-TS network: the normal
router, JR-TS router, and JR-TS cache router. The normal router only has the network layer, which only
supports packet forwarding but not transport controlling. The JR-TS router has the transport layer,
which supports transport controlling but not chunk caching. The JR-TS cache router has the session
layer, which supports chunk caching. The router with the session layer can respond to the data requests
from the users, send the data chunk to the users and play the role similar to a data server.

In order to differentiate the control messages of the transport layer and the session layer,
a separated namespace is required to uniquely identify every single packet in the two layers.
We borrow the separated namespace of R2T to name a packet in a TP and in a service, separately [30].
We implement the locally unique identifier (LUID) for the transport layer. And we implement the
globally unique identifier (GUID) for the session layer.
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for a TP

LUIDs

Server JR-TS Router User

Link Link

Net Net Net

Trans Trans Trans

Session Session
for a service

GUIDs

JR-TS Cache Router

Link

Net

Trans

Link

Session

Router

Net

Link

Chunk ID Byte sequence

Flow ID Byte sequence

Figure 4. Protocol stack of session-based transport.

The effective ranges of the LUID and the GUID are also shown in Figure 4. The LUIDs serve
a specific TP data flow in the range between a pair of logically adjacent JR-TS routers, which are both
implemented with the transport layers. Once the packet identified by an LUID has been successfully
transported out of the current TP, the corresponding LUID will be immediately eliminated. However,
the GUIDs serve around the entire IoV network, providing the globally unique chunk identifiers and
the global content services. The GUID uniquely identifies every byte of data in every cached chunk in
global scale, so that the chunk can be globally requested, resolved, cached, routed, and transported.

3.3. TP Linking

Linking among TPs means that connecting different TPs head to tail together in the border router
located between the different TP areas. The lightweight TP linking requires reducing the border
forwarding delay as much as possible. The theoretically best performance is that the data coming from
the upstream TP experience no additional latency in the border router when transformed into another
heterogeneous downstream TP.

Different TPs have different requirements for rapid storage capacity in the routers:

• EF-TP. Small buffer requirement in every on-path router. Medium buffer requirement in the
terminal nodes on both sides. The terminal buffer size is determined by the bandwidth-delay
product (BDP) between the two terminal nodes.

• HC-TP. Large buffer requirement in every on-path router and the terminal node. The large buffer
size is determined by the adjacent link BDP [30] and the transported chunk size [24].

• HF-TP. Medium buffer requirement in every on-path router and the terminal node. The medium
buffer size is determined by the adjacent link BDP and the cached batch size [30].

Generally, the large storage capacity requirement occurs on the terminal nodes′ buffer of the
control loop. The buffer size is usually determined by the bandwidth–delay product (BDP) of the
control loop. According to the buffer requirements of the three TPs above, we make every JR-TS router
implemented as large rapid storage capacity as the HC-TP router.

So the linking between EF-TP and HF-TP is simpler in the border router. As shown in Figure 5a,
other than the necessary packet order confirmation, the data packets coming from the upstream
network interface (NIC) buffer can be linearly forwarded to the downstream NIC buffer without any
additional waiting.
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forwarding

ingress NIC egress NIC

flow TP flow TP

(a)

forwarding

ingress NIC

egress NIC

flow TP chunk TP

(b)

forwarding

ingress NIC

egress NIC

chunk TP flow TP

(c)

Figure 5. Linking among TPs in the JR-TS router. (a) Linking from flow TP to flow TP, (b) linking from
flow TP to chunk TP, and (c) linking from chunk TP to flow TP.

However, the linking between the HC-TP and the EF/HF-TP cannot be as simple as above.
The HC-TP transports data in chunks. As shown in Figure 5b, in the upstream border router of the
HC-TP area, the data packets coming from the upstream EF/HF-TP area will be cached separately
according to the chunks they belong. A chunk is not allowed forwarded into the downstream HC-TP
area until confirmed completely received from upstream. This waiting delay is necessary and can not
be eliminated. In the opposite direction as HC-TP to EF/HF-TP, as shown in Figure 5c, the router does
not require maintaining the coming chunks’ completeness, the packets can be forwarded to the egress
queue as long as it is received.

In JR-TS, routers do forwarding for every packet. An exception is that in the HC-TP area,
routers only read and decide the forward direction for the first packet of each chunk. Then the
remaining packets of this chunk simply follow the first packet linearly.

3.4. TP Switching

The switching among TPs means that changing the transport protocol within an area from one
TP to another TP. When the transport condition in an area has changed, the current TP is no longer
adaptive to this area or there is an alternative TP which can achieve high performance, the TP switching
is required. The key issue is how to guarantee the data reliability and avoid network fluctuation during
the TP switching.

The three TPs have different control loop model, so the locations of their transport controllers
are also different. As shown in Table 2, the EF-TP and the HF-TP have the end-to-end controller.
While the HC-TP and the HF-TP have the hop-by-hop controller. The different controllers make
the concrete design of the routers different. For example, the three TPs have different forwarding
states of their on-path routers; the routers also have different cache states in the ingress/egress queue.
Different control loops makes the switching among the three TPs may cause hard interruptions to
the ongoing transport services. In general, the data loss and the performance degradation during the
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switch should be avoided as much as possible. In JR-TS, the TP switching mechanism is designed
according to this purpose.

Table 2. Architectural design comparison among TPs.

TP End-To-End Controller Hop-By-Hop Controller Forwarding State Ingress Queue Egress Queue

EF-TP Yes No packet-level packet cache packet cache
HC-TP No Yes chunk-level chunk cache chunk cache
HF-TP Yes Yes packet-level packet cache batch cache

Figure 6 shows the three TPs’ adaptiveness to the challenging environment. We give two axes,
the packet loss rate and the interrupt frequency, to identify the challenging environment. The two axes
express the two main characters in TP decision-making. There are other characters including the link
bandwidth, link delay and the QoS requirements. But as a preliminary research, we only focus on the
two main characters which affect the TP performance mostly. From Figure 6, we can see that the higher
packet loss rate and the interrupt frequency grows, the more challenging the transport environment is.

EF-TP

HF-TP

HC-TP

Packet loss rate

In
te

rr
u

p
t 

fr
e

q
u

en
cy

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

more challenging

less challenging

Figure 6. TP switching direction.

3.4.1. From EF-TP to HC-TP

See (1) in Figure 6. Such situations usually imply that the transport environment is becoming
relatively more challenging. So the EF-TP treats the TP switching as the connection failure. Once the
new HC-TP is built, all the old on-path EF-TP packets will be dropped. If possible, an NACK message
is sent back to the old EF-TP terminal sender, in order to announce the transport failure and shut down
the EF-TP end-to-end controller as soon as possible.

3.4.2. From HC-TP to EF-TP

See (2) in Figure 6. Such situations usually imply that the transport environment is becoming
relatively less challenging. So the switching does not require too much real-time performance.
The terminal sender and receiver load the EF-TP end-to-end controllers. The on-path routers switch
the forwarding state from chunk-level to packet-level. Each ingress queue of the on-path routers drops
all the incomplete chunks, and all the complete chunks cached in the ingress queues and the egress
queues are moved up to the session layer in the router. Then all the ingress and egress queues in
the router switch the queueing state from chunk-level to packet-level. The on-path routers announce
the chunk existence to the old HC-TP terminal receiver. The new EF-TP uses the receiver-driven
mechanism that the receiver drives the data transport; the new EF-TP terminal receiver will decide
when to command these on-path routers to transport the on-path chunks to it.
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3.4.3. From HC-TP to HF-TP

See (3) in Figure 6. The on-path routers load the end-to-end transport controller and switch the
forwarding state from chunk-level to packet-level. All incomplete chunks suspended in the ingress
queues stop waiting and all the packets in them are forwarded downstream immediately. The egress
queues start to cache the duplication of all the sent packets, and also start the batch-level reliability
control. For the chunks being transported in the links, the transport can continue. Because the LUID
namespace is share by both the HC-TP and the HF-TP, an HC-TP chunk can be directly treated as
an HF-TP batch. Different from the chunks cached in the EF-TP on-path routers, the chunks cached
in the HF-TP on-path router do not have to wait the driving command from the terminal receiver.
The HF-TP flow is driven by the hop-by-hop controller. So the HF-TP flow can be continuously
transported during the TP switching.

3.4.4. From HF-TP to HC-TP

See (4) in Figure 6. The end-to-end controllers are unloaded. The on-path routers switch the
forwarding state from packet-level to chunk-level. The packet duplications cached in the egress queues
are deleted and the chunk-level data cache are allowed. The ingress queues also start to separately
cache the packets from different chunks.

3.4.5. From EF-TP to HF-TP

See (5) in Figure 6. As both are flow TPs, the switching between EF-TP and HF-TP is simple.
The switching does not need interrupting the flow or dropping the packets. The LUID namespace
has already been shared. So only the hop-by-hop controller has to be loaded, and the sent packet
duplication caching has to be started at the egress queues.

3.4.6. From HF-TP to EF-TP

See (6) in Figure 6. Only eliminating the hop-by-hop controller and the packet duplication can
achieve the switching.

4. Implementation & Evaluation

In this section, we show the evaluation to the current TPs and JR-TS.

4.1. Implementation

4.1.1. Designs and Developments

A visualized IoV transmission example for JR-TS is shown in Figure 7. The example contains three
areas of transport environments: the wired network in area A, the static wireless network among parked
vehicles in area B, and the dynamic wireless network among moving vehicles in area C. When a moving
car requests for a data service to a server in the backbone network, there are three types of environments
for the data flow to cross. According to this example, we use real physical machines to build a simulated
IoV test platform. Then we use the platform to realize the IoV simulation topology.

In order to simplify the platform developing and the simulation controlling on the physical
machines, we redefine two devices: the software routers and the software hubs. As shown in Figure 8,
in the software routers, we run the session layer and the transport layer functionalities of the three TPs,
but not any network layer functionalities, like rerouting. In the software hubs, however, we integrate
the topology control, the rerouting and the link state simulating functionalities. All the input link
environment characters are set by the software hubs, including the link bandwidth, the packet loss rate,
the link delay [35,36] and the link interruptions [37,38]. On the other hand, all output performance
data are recorded from the software routers, including the transport progress, transport delay, and
cache occupancy.
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Area BArea A Area C
backbone network parked cars moving cars

Figure 7. A service scenario example of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) that contains heterogeneous
environments.
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Figure 8. Designs of the IoV test platform devices.

In the evaluations, the two newly defined devices are developed into the user-level process in
Linux with C codes. For the reason that our preliminary tests do not contain unpredictable environment
fluctuating, the routing table is set manually for each evaluated topology. The packets are forwarded
according to the GUIDs in the software hubs. And the transport control loops are controlled according
to the LUIDs in the software routers.

4.1.2. Evaluated Scenario

As shown in Figure 9, in the IoV simulation topology, there are three types of environment simulation
areas. Each of the area contains five hops of transport distance. In every hop, there is a rerouting layerin
each side, consisting of three routers. The rerouting layer is built in order to simulate the link interruption
which is usually caused by router moving. When a router leaves its original position, its upstream and
downstream links are all interrupted. Then another alternative router belonging to the same rerouting
layer takes its position. In order to easily simulate the wireless channel changes in a hop, we set the
rerouting directly controlled by the software hubs rather than the software routers.

Every software router is implemented with the three TPs: EF-TP, HF-TP, and HC-TP. The link states
between every two adjacent rerouting layers, including the basic link characters like the bandwidth,
packet loss, delay, and the network characters like the fluctuation, interruption, are all controlled by
the software hubs. We implement 45 physical machines as software routers, 15 machines as software
hubs, three machines as data senders, and three machines as data receivers. The settings of each area
are given below.

Area A: Normal wired network with short link delay (<1 ms), unchanged topology, uninterrupted
links, and low packet loss rate. The environment is so stable that even the EF-TP which has no per
hop reliability control method can have high throughput that equals 70–90% of bandwidth. In JR-TS,
we manually set this area to use the EF-TP by default.

Area B: Typical wireless network with long link delay (1–10 ms), unchanged topology,
uninterrupted links and high packet loss rate. In this environment, the EF-TP throughput is no
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higher than 10% of bandwidth usage. Our previous tests showed that the HF-TP which has per hop
reliability control is fit for such environment [30]. Therefore, in the implementation of JR-TS, we set
this area to use the HF-TP by default.

Area C: Highly dynamic and unstable wireless network with long link delay, frequent link
interruption and high packet loss rate. In this environment, the EF-TP can hardly work with the
throughput no higher than 0.1% of bandwidth usage. The HF-TP can still transport data, but barely
leave any complete on-path cached chunks. Thus, in the implementation of JR-TS, we set this area to
use the HC-TP by default. However, when the link interrupt frequent is not so high, we also allow
area C to use the HF-TP to gain shorter end-to-end transport latency.

data receiver

data sender

··· ··· ···

Area A Area B Area C

5 hops5 hops 5 hops

software hub

software router

a rerouting layer

Figure 9. The IoV simulation topology built by the IoV test platform.

4.1.3. Evaluated Cases

For EF-TP, we use the basic control loop of ICP [21] as the EF-TP transport form. We cancel
the hop-by-hop packet-level cache and resolution mechanism in ICP, and only discuss the basic
scenario that a single data sender provides transport service to a single data receiver. We keep the
receiver-driven end-to-end controller as the facilities of data requests.

For HC-TP, we duplicate the hop-by-hop control loop of the MFTP [24] as the HC-TP transport
form. Data is transported in chunks in HC-TP. However, the MFTP has other corresponding traffic
control and congestion control methods. In order to make the test results clearly show the basic
performance of the three types of TP control loops, we choose to not duplicate these control methods.
We use software-defined manual control message to centrally broadcast the route messages.

For HF-TP, we directly use the per hop process of R2T [30] as the HF-TP transport form. In each
hop, the sent packets are counted and checked in batches. For the packet loss in each batch,
the upstream router will retransmitted these lost packet immediately.

For the on-path content cache, if a chunk cached in a router is not complete caused by transport
service unpredictably interruption, this chunk is identified as ’the broken chunk’. The broken chunk
state is not tolerable. The broken chunk can not achieve sufficient cache capacity usage, nor provide
any further reliable content service. If a broken chunk cannot be complemented in a predictable period
of time in the future, it should be deleted and the cache capacity should be free.

The IoV simulation topology has variety of underlying link fluctuation. As an upper layer mechanism,
we translate these underlying states into the transport layer characteristics. For example, for the bit error
rate caused by inter-symbol interference (ISI), we turn it into the bit-error packet loss rate in the transport
layer. Only packet loss can directly effect the performance of the transport layer service.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.2 tests the basic transport performance
of the three TPs under frequent route interruptions. Section 4.3 tests the basic cache efficiency of the
three TPs under frequent route interruptions. Section 4.4 tests JR-TS on the IoV simulation topology to
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complete the comprehensive evaluation. Finally, we point out the flexibility and adaptivity of JR-TS in
Section 4.5.

4.2. Transport Performance in Route Interruptions

Link interruption makes the routing list fail. Then all the on-path flows are shut down and the
data are lost. All the incompletely cached chunks are deleted. So the link interruption causes part of the
bandwidth and cache resources wasted. Different TPs have different reflection to the link interruption.
So the link interruptions cause different transport latency to the TPs.

We test the transport latency of the three TPs under the simulated interruption environment.
In order to clearly present the relationship between the interruptions and the transport performance
in a single flow, we choose the software routers in area B and area C of the IoV simulation topology
(Figure 9) to build a 10-hop route. We use the software hubs to control the random link interruptions
by rerouting among the three routers in each rerouting layer. We set that the interruption happen in
a manually set frequency but randomly happen on only one rerouting layer at a time. We record the
transport progress and transport delay to represent the transport rate of the three TPs. The results
indicate the interruption adaptiveness of the three TPs.

4.2.1. Permanent Interruption

Permanent interruption means that the data receiver is suddenly and completely interrupted from
the principal part of the network. There is no other route which can connect to the receiver anymore.
However, there is no guarantee that the receiver will access the network again in a predictable period.

Permanent interruption indicates the time left for a transmission process to last. We use the
relation between the transport progress and the transport delay to show the transport performance
of the three TPs. The transport progress represents how much data has been successfully received
by the data user and cached in the on-path routers. At any particular time, we count the current
transport progress, P, by the product of the on-path chunk amounts, C, and their moved hop numbers,
H, which is given by

P = ∑ C · H (1)

Also, we count the total transport progress P′, which represents the total work should be done
for the final success of the entire transmission, by the product of the total amount of the chunks to be
transported C′ and the total hop number that the chunks need to be transported H′, which is given by

P′ = ∑ C′ · H′ (2)

Then the percentaged transport progress p representing the ratio of the current transport progress
to the total transport progress, is given by

p = P/P′ (3)

When no data has been sent out from the data sender, p is 0. When all the data have been
successfully received by the data receiver, p is 1. When the data have not completely reached the data
receiver yet, but some of the data have already been transported for several hops far from the sender,
p is presented in percentage.

We set the service session as 1 MB for each chunk, 5 chunks to transport. We also set the simulated
environment as the wireless link packet loss 0.1% and the link bandwidth 100 Mbps. Figure 10a shows
the results from the single flow test. The whole route has no other background traffic sharing the
bandwidth, so there is no concern of the network fluctuation. Results show that the HF-TP has the
fastest and smoothest transport performance among the three TPs, while the EF-TP is on the opposite.
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The HC-TP shows the slower transport rate both at the begging and the end of the transport.
This is because the HC-TP sends out chunks one-by-one at the beginning, and receives the chunks
one-by-one at the end. During these two periods, the HC-TP′s data flow does not cover all the hops of
the route. Apparently, the transport progress does not reach the highest point. However, during the
time in between these points, the HC-TP has almost the equal transport rate as the HF-TP. This is
because the HC-TP chunks occupy the entire route and keep the same throughput as the HF-TP; the
transport progress shows a good raising rate just like HF-TP.
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Attention:
At each step point on the stair-shaped curves above, the transport progress 
value belongs to the higher point. And the lower point value is empty.

Figure 10. Transport progress in permanent route interruption. (a) Single flow in one route. (b) Multiple
flow-sharing bandwidth.

Figure 10b shows the results from the shared route test. When the the route bandwidth is shared
by three other flows, the bandwidth sharing effect differently to the three TPs. As both are flow
transport protocols, EF-TP and HF-TP show good TCP-friendly [39] performance. Their transport
progresses are just pulled down to 25% of the single flow test. However, the transport progress of the
HC-TP is more unstable and unpredictable. We have tested the HC-TP for multiple times; none of the
two test results are completely the same. We pick five of the HC-TP results shown on the Figure 10b.
We analyze the reason is that the HC-TP router queues data in chunks rather than packets. Thus, the
queuing delay of a chunk fluctuates in much larger time scale than a packet. Consequently, the total
end-to-end transport delay of HC-TP has more significant fluctuation than that of the EF-TP and
the HF-TP.
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In conclusion, we know that firstly the EF-TP is slower than the HC-TP and the HF-TP in lossy
environment. Secondly, the EF-TP and the HF-TP have less network fluctuation than the HC-TP in the
shared route. Third, the HF-TP has the best transport performance in the lossy but relatively stable
network topology.

4.2.2. Temporary Interruption

Temporary interruption means that the data receiver may have short connection failure to the
data source. The short failure can be caused by network fluctuation, signal interference burst and
network topology changing. The temporary interruption causes the transport connection suspended
in a short time, but not terminated.

The temporary interruption directly effects the performance reflection of the three TPs.
EF-TP inherits the basic reflection of the TCP, all the unacknowledged packets later than the latest ACK
message are treated as lost. HC-TP continues the per hop chunk transmission on the uninterrupted
link. The HF-TP transport data in the flows. So the HF-TP is also suspended in interruption like EF-TP.

In the same test environment as above, we set the route interruption happens in the ten links
randomly each time. Figure 11a shows that in a single temporary interruption, the total transport
delay of the three TPs. The time counting begin since the transport begins and route interruption
happens. The EF-TP and the HF-TP are directly suspended when the route is interrupted. However,
most of the time the HC-TP transport is not effected immediately, until the data chunk arrives the
interrupted link. Figure 11a shows ten results of the HC-TP transport delay, representing ten interrupt
link locations. The interrupt location (IL) indicates that the hop number counted from the data
sender to the data receiver. For example, number (1) means that the link nearest to the data sender is
interrupted. Then the HC-TP transport is suspended immediately when the data transmission starts.
On the opposite, when the interruption happens at the number (10) link, it will take 0.8 second to affect
the HC-TP transport. If the single interruption exists no longer than 0.8 second at the number (10) link,
there will be no effect to the HC-TP transport. From this result, we can see that the HC-TP has high
adaptiveness to the link interruption to some extent.

As shown in Figure 11b, we set the route interrupt frequency ranged from 0 time per second to
10 times per second, and each interruption lasts for 50 milliseconds (ms). We can see that the EF-TP is
the most sensitive to the frequent route interruption. The HF-TP is less sensitive, but also comes to
failure when the interrupt frequency grows higher. However, even when the total route interrupt time
grows to 50% of the entire transport time, the HC-TP still keeps stable transport capability in relatively
lower transport delay.

The results of Figure 11b indicate that the HC-TP has higher basic transport delay than that
of the HF-TP. However, the HC-TP does not require a stable connection between the sender and
receiver all of the time. In the HC-TP, the route interruption time does not equal to the transmission
congestion time. For example, a single link’s failure only shuts down the data chunk transmission on
this link; but it does not immediately affect the data chunk transmission on the other links. Hence the
route interruption caused by short, frequent and random link failure does not significantly affect the
transport performance of the HC-TP. This is the most useful character of HC-TP working in dynamic
network topology. However, EF-TP and HF-TP are not that lucky, because they deeply rely on the
entire route’s integrity.
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Figure 11. Transport progress in temporary route interruption. (a) Transport delay in single
interruption. (b) Transport delay in continuous interruption.

4.3. Cache Efficiency in Route Interruptions

Highly efficient content services in IoV require transported data to be cached in the intermediate
routers so that the duplicated data can provide further content service. As the consequence, most of
the content services support the on-path data cache. When the network topology keeps changing,
or the network environment keeps fluctuating, the transport services are interrupted, causing the
on-path cache routers unable to gain the complete duplicates of the chunks. Frequent link interruption
causes large amount of broken chunks cached in the intermediate routers.

Generally, we require a reliable content service to provide 100% complete content. Consequently,
the broken chunks cached in the intermediate routers can not provide sufficient reliable content service.
Once an intermediate router confirms that a locally cached broken chunk has no guarantee to be
complemented in a predictable future period, the chunk should be immediately deleted. This process
is set in order to quickly spare the limited cache capacity for the other cache requirements.

In this subsection, we test the cache efficiency of the three TPs. First, we test the on-path cache
completeness of the three TPs as their transmissions pushing forward. Second, we test the on-path
cache efficiencies of the three TPs under the different route interruption frequencies. We continue using
the same test topology, test service session and environment settings as in the Section 4.2. We control
the link interruption frequency in the software hubs. Further more, we record cache occupancy values
from the software routers.
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4.3.1. Cache Completeness

In the on-path cache routers, we identify a concept to express the cache consumption,
the cache–delay product (CDP). We name the occupied cache capacity as C, the exist time of such
occupancy as D, then CDP is given by

CDP = C · D (4)

CDP expresses both how long the cache capacity keeps occupied for and how much of the cache
capacity is occupied. Once the transported data start to be cached in the on-path routers, CDP starts
counting. The more data cached or the longer time the data keeps cached, the larger the CDP consumed.

In this test, we show the basic cache process of the three TPs. Using the above test environment,
we transport and cache a single chunk separately in the three TPs. As shown in Figure 12, the CDP
raising rate of the HF-TP is the fastest. The reason for this is the HF-TP has high throughput like HC-TP,
and also has short end-to-end delay like EF-TP. This makes the on-path routers cache the passing data
in the fastest speed. However, even all the on-path routers start caching data very early, none of them
gains a complete chunk duplication until the last packet of this chunk is sent out from the sender and
arrives at the on-path routers one-by-one. The cached chunk completions in all the on-path routers
happen together nearby the end of the flow. Before that, if there is a route interruption happens, all the
emerged CDP can be seen as the insufficient consumption. Similar phenomenon happens on the EF-TP,
only in lower throughput and longer flow finish time than that in the HF-TP.
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Figure 12. CDP occupancy and cache completeness during transport.

The HC-TP has totally different cache progress compared to the HF-TP and the EF-TP.
The transported chunk in the HC-TP moves hop-by-hop. When each hop’s transmission finished,
a complete chunk duplication has already been reliably cached in the current router. Such complete
chunk can provide secondary reliable content service immediately. So we can see that when the
network interruption happens frequently, the HC-TP has the largest chance among the three TPs to
leave reliable cached chunks in the on-path routers.

4.3.2. Cache Efficiency

The firstly cached but finally deleted broken chunks have occupied the cache capacity for a period
without providing any service. We treat this kind of cache capacity waists as insufficient CDP
consumption. On the other hand, if a chunk is completely cached, its CDP consumption is sufficient.
We identify the cache efficiency to express the sufficient CDP consumption ratio in the challenging
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IoV environment with frequent interruptions and fluctuations. The higher ratio the sufficient CDP
consumption is, the better the cache efficiency is.

In order to show the cache efficiency of the three TPs in the dynamic IoV environment, we test
the CDP consumptions of the three TPs. We count the sufficient CDP consumption (sCDP) belonging
to the completed cached chunks in the on-path routers, and also the total CDP consumption (tCDP)
belonging to the entire occupied cache capacity. We calculate the cache efficiency (e) for each TP by

e = sCDP/tCDP (5)

The results are shown in Figure 13. As the route interrupt frequent grows, the cache efficiencies
of the EF-TP and the HF-TP drop sharply. When the route interrupt frequency grows higher than
a threshold, the network is no longer able to cache any complete chunk in the EF-TP or the HF-TP.
However, the HC-TP is always able to keep relatively high cache efficiency, which means that there are
large amount of chunks are completely cached in the on-path routers successfully.
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Figure 13. Cache efficiency in continuous interruption.

The results show that the HC-TP is significantly adaptive in achieving sufficient cache in the
highly dynamic IoV environment.

4.4. JR-TS Performance in the IoV Simulation Topology

In the previous tests, we already know that the EF-TP is easy to implement and fit for stable,
hardly lossy environment. The HF-TP has significantly high throughput in the lossy environment,
better performance in dynamic environment than the EF-TP, but suffer low transport performance and
low cache efficiency in highly dynamic environment. The HC-TP has longer end-to-end delay than the
EF-TP and the HF-TP, but keeps stable transport performance and stable cache efficiency in highly
dynamic environments.

In order to test the sufficiency and efficiency of our proposed JR-TS, we use the entire IoV
simulation topology as the joint transport environment. Our hope for JR-TS is to take the advantages
of variety of TPs in their adaptable areas, to connect them and to provide a larger-scale end-to-end
reliable transport service across these areas. We identify the connectivity among different TPs as the
sufficiency of JR-TS. Further, we identify the performance better than any single TP as the efficiency
of JR-TS. So we test four test cases in this platform. They are the pure EF-TP case which implements
and runs EF-TP in all the three areas, the pure HC-TP case, and the pure HF-TP case. Of course the
JR-TS case is also tested, which manually implements the EF-TP in area A, the HF-TP in area B, and the
HC-TP in area C, and connects them into a single transport route.
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4.4.1. Joint Transport Performance

As shown in Figure 14, when areas A, B, and C are implemented with different TPs according to
their particular environment characteristics, the transport delay of JR-TS is shorter than the other three
pure TPs in most of the time. We can see that when the interrupt frequency in area C is smaller than
average 5.5 Hz, pure HF-TP performs better than JR-TS. This is because when the dynamic of area C
is not so high, the transport environment of area C is more appropriate to the HF-TP rather than the
HC-TP. So the manually set JR-TS which implements the HC-TP in area C can not perform better than
pure HF-TP. The dynamically-set JR-TS performance will be tested later.
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Figure 14. Transport performance in heterogeneous IoV test environment.

4.4.2. Joint Cache Efficiency

As shown in Figure 15, JR-TS has as high cache efficiency as that of pure HC-TP. Our test data
shows that pure HC-TP achieves 100% cache efficiency in area A and B, only drop a little in area C;
so does JR-TS.

As for the pure EF-TP and the pure HF-TP, however, they are effected badly by the frequent link
interruptions. When the route interrupt frequency in area C grows higher than a threshold, the network
is no longer able to cache any complete chunk in the pure EF-TP or the pure HF-TP.
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Figure 15. Cache efficiency in heterogeneous IoV test environment.

4.5. JR-TS Optimization Using Normalized Comprehensive Performance Coefficient

In practical TP settings, the network managers usually need to consider both QoS requirements
and network resource consumptions. Most of the time we can not directly figure out which TP is most
suitable to a network area. We need to consider the current TP′s performance and decide whether it
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should be switched to another TP. Therefore, a single coefficient is required to comprehensively and
intuitively describe the JR-TS performance.

We set a normalized coefficient. Our purpose is to evaluate how much JR-TS can achieve high
transport performance and high cache efficiency at the same time. If the results are lower than expected in
the highly dynamic environment, we will switch the TP to enhance the flexibility and adaptivity of JR-TS.

We normalize the performance efficiency result data from Figures 14 and 15. We represent
transport delay as D. Then, the D value is normalized to α1 by

α1 = 1/(1 + D) (6)

Then the transport delay value is transformed to the range of [0,1]. The larger α1 is, the better
transport performance is.

On the other hand, from the Figure 15 we find that the cache efficiency value is already in the range
of [0, 1]. The larger the value is, the better the cache efficiency is. So we assign the value of the cache
efficiency to α2 directly. Then the comprehensive normalized performance coefficient α is given by

α = α1 · α2 (7)

When α = 1, it means that the transported data flow has no end-to-end delay and no cache capacity
waisted. When α = 0, it means that either the transport delay is too large to work sufficiently, or the
on-path cache routers can not cache any complete chunk that the on-path cache functionality totally fails.

The performance α results of all the tested cases are shown in Figure 16. We see that when the
interrupt frequent is smaller than 4 times per second, pure HF-TP implementation can achieve better
performance α than our joint strategy. This result shows that if only manually set an area use a TP,
our new strategy can not ensure better performance than any other single transport protocol. So at
the end of this paper, we need to proof that assuming the link can dynamically decide the used TP
according to the link environment changing, the new strategy can achieve better performance than any
other single TP at all time.
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Figure 16. Normalized performance coefficient with manually set TPs.

This paper focuses on mainly two problems. The first problem is how to implement lightweight
connection among different transport protocol on the router. The second problem is how to achieve
lightweight TP switching on the router when the network environment changes. Thus, we do not solve
the problem of how to calculate the judging threshold for the transport switching. This paper assumes
that there is a sufficient software-defined judging mechanism to control the transport switching process.
So according to the Figure 16, we manually set that when the interrupt frequency is lower than 4 times
per second, Area C switch the TP from the HC-TP to the HF-TP. We use β to represent the normalized
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comprehensive performance coefficient in the test platform where the dynamic switching mechanism
is implemented on our new strategy. We run the test again, and the β results are shown in Figure 17.

The results of Figure 17 show that JR-TS with the simulated dynamic transport switching
mechanism can achieve the highest comprehensive performance relatively than all the other pure TPs.
So that the sufficiency and efficiency of JR-TS is proofed by now.
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Figure 17. Normalized performance coefficient with dynamically set TPs.

5. Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper, we provide a joint strategy for the reliable transport service, JR-TS, in order to
overcome the transport environment complication in IoV. JR-TS links multiple transport protocols
from multiple heterogeneous scenarios, and achieves relatively better end-to-end performance.

Our future work is on the auto-transport environment analysis to support dynamic TP switching
in more practical IoV services for JR-TS.
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